Age Differences in Coupling of Intraindividual Variability in Mnemonic Strategies and Practice-Related Associative Recall Improvements
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The importance of encoding strategies for associative recall is well established, but there have been no studies of aging and intraindividual variability (IAV) in strategy use during extended practice. We observed strategy use and cued-recall test performance over 101 days of practice in 101 younger adults (M = 25.6 years) and 103 older adults (M = 71.3 years) sandwiched by a pretest and posttest battery including an associative recall test. Each practice session included 2 lists of 12 number-noun paired-associate (PA) items (e.g., 23-DOGS), presented for brief exposures titrated to maintain below-ceiling performance throughout practice. Participants reported strategy use (e.g., rote repetition, imagery) after each test. Substantial IAV in strategy use was detected that was coupled with performance; lists studied with normatively effective strategies (e.g., imagery) generated higher PA recall than lists studied with less effective strategies (e.g., rote repetition). In comparison to younger adults, older adults’ practice (a) relied more on repetition and less on effective strategies, (b) showed lower levels of IAV in effective strategy use, and (c) had lower within-person strategy-recall coupling, especially late in practice. Individual differences in pretest-posttest gains in PA recall were predicted by average level of effective strategy use in young adults but by strategy-recall coupling in older adults. Results are consistent with the hypothesis that experiencing variability in strategic outcomes during practice helps hone the effectiveness of strategic encoding behavior, and that older adults’ reduced degree of pretest-posttest gains is influenced by lower likelihood of using and optimizing effective strategies through practice.
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Learning new associations is often aided by the use of mediational strategies, such as interactive imagery or sentence generation, to create new links between normatively unrelated concepts such as words or pictures (Paivio, 2007; Richardson, 1998). Use of encoding strategies to mediate new associations can be seen as a particular instantiation of how metacognitive self-regulation can improve performance across a range of cognitive tasks (e.g., Bjork, Dunlosky, & Kornell, 2013; Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Hertzog, 2006; Winne, 1996). Developmental changes in the use of mediational strategies covary with memory improvements in children (see reviews by Hertzog & Shing, 2011; Ornstein & Light, 2010). In adult development, age-related deficits in spontaneous production of mediators have been observed but do not account for much variance in age-related associative memory decline (e.g., Dunlosky, 2017, Vol. 32, No. 6, 557–571 0882-7974/17/$12.00 http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/pag0000177 Psychology and Aging © 2017 American Psychological Association
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older adults still manifest associative memory deficits when mediator production is manipulated through instructions, extended practice, or training (e.g., Brehmer, Shing, Heekeren, Lindenberger, & Bäckman, 2016; Shing et al., 2008; Kliegl, Smith, & Baltes, 1989). In single-session experiments, old age is associated with impairments in access at test to high-quality mediators generated at study (Dunlosky, Hertzog, & Powell-Moman, 2005; Hertzog, Fulton, Mandviwala, & Dunlosky, 2013), which suggests some role for postencoding mechanisms such as consolidation, controlled retrieval deficits, and/or encoding-retrieval interactions (e.g., Luo & Craik, 2009) in age-related memory deficits. Shing et al. (2008) argued that such evidence speaks to the importance of associative binding and retrieval mechanisms (see also Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008).

Although strategic behavior per se does not account for age differences in associative memory, it is clear that (a) individual differences in spontaneous (un instructed) mediator production for new associations are observed in older adults (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 2009; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998); (b) all adults benefit from producing mediators (relative to using no strategy or ineffective strategies like rote repetition); (c) extended practice on episodic memory tasks (but without explicit strategy training) improves older adults’ memory (e.g., Baltes, Sowarka, & Kliegl, 1989); and (d) training older adults in effective strategy use such as interactive imagery enhances their associative memory performance relative to untrained older controls (e.g., Brehmer et al., 2016; Gross & Rebok, 2011; Shing et al., 2008; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1994). Thus, failure to produce mediators under typical unsupervised task conditions can inflate age-related effect sizes in associative memory (Dunlosky et al., 2005). Similar conclusions can be drawn about age differences in encoding strategies in other episodic memory tasks. In particular, older adults benefit from spontaneous use of relational and item-specific encoding strategies in list learning contexts (e.g., Hertzog, McGuire, & Lineweaver, 1998; Jennings, Webster, Kleykamp, & Dagenbach, 2005; Saczynski, Rebok, Whiffeld, & Plude, 2007) and training in organizational and relational encoding processes boosts older adults’ free recall memory performance (e.g., Neely & Bäckman, 1995; West, Bagwell, & Dark-Freudeman, 2008).

It is surprising that memory training studies typically do not directly measure strategy use during memory task performance, relying solely on performance improvements to infer changes in the effectiveness of trained strategic behavior. Explicit self-report measures of strategy use predict individual differences in training benefits, implicating individual differences in the degree and quality of implementing trained strategies at posttest (e.g., Bailey, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 2014). Furthermore, Bailey and colleagues (2014) demonstrated that a failure of transfer from trained relational strategies in free recall to an associative recall task was accompanied by reported increases in strategy use in the associative task without apparent benefit. This outcome suggested that the failure to transfer was due to an unsuccessful attempt to adapt the trained strategy to a new task context (see Bottiroli, Cavallini, Dunlosky, Vecchi, & Hertzog, 2013). Thus it is important to establish the conditions under which people do and do not implement encoding strategies in intensive practice and training contexts rather than assuming that training invariably increases the frequency, quality, and effectiveness of strategy use.

Developmental psychologists have evaluated how strategies grow and develop in children, uncovering fascinating evidence about strategy inconsistency and variability (e.g., Siegler, 2006). Young children’s variable strategy use in various arithmetic task contexts is positively correlated with subsequent task performance (Siegler, 1999, 2007; Siegler & Lemaire, 1997). In fact, fixation on a single strategy or a relatively inflexible use of strategies for solving arithmetic problems is generally found to be maladaptive (Siegler, 1999); instead, use of multiple strategies may even be required to assess the relative benefits of alternative strategic approaches (Hinault, Dufau, & Lemaire, 2015; Luwel, Fousta, Oghena, & Verschaffel, 2013; Siegler & Chen, 2008).

In contrast, flexible cognitive strategy use in adulthood may decline as people grow older. Indeed, strategy repetition—defined as repeated use of the same strategy across trials (such as repeated rounding up vs. rounding down in mental arithmetic tasks when some items afford one strategy over the other) – is more common in older adults, perhaps due to cognitive resource costs for adaptive strategy selection (Lemaire & Leclère, 2014). Older adults also show greater strategy switch costs in such tasks than younger adults (Ardiale & Lemaire, 2012). Lemaire (2010) has speculated that age-related changes in strategic flexibility reflect age-related declines in executive functioning. Older adults do learn about the benefits of using effective mnemonic strategies like interactive imagery in list-learning tasks (e.g., Bieman-Copland & Charness, 1994; Price, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 2008), although they may not necessarily adopt these more difficult strategies in future tests, despite having learned about their effectiveness (Brigham & Pressley, 1988; Hertzog, Price, & Dunlosky, 2012). On the other hand older adults do report using multiple mnemonic strategies on different items within the same list, suggesting at least some level of strategic adaptivity (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Saczynski et al., 2007).

This study used data from a project in which younger and older adults practiced multiple cognitive tasks over 100 sessions to evaluate IAV in encoding strategy use. The COGITO study (Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2010) included 101 younger and 103 older adults who practiced a battery of 12 cognitive tasks over one hundred daily sessions. Each session included three tasks of episodic memory: word list memory, object position memory, and number-noun paired associates. We focus in this paper on the paired associate (PA) number-noun task, in which 12 combinations of two-digit numbers and nouns in plural form were presented sequentially and participants were asked to recall the numbers when cued with the nouns presented in random order. After each recall test, individuals were prompted to report whether they had used one or more relevant mnemonic strategies (pictorial imagination, creating a story, building a sentence, using personal associations, rote rehearsal [repetition]) when encoding the new associations. This kind of retrospective report has been shown to predict individual differences in younger and older adults’ associative and free recall performance (e.g., Bailey et al., 2009; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Hertzog et al., 1998).

We address several research questions about practiced associative mnemonics. First, do younger and older adults both manifest IAV in strategy use? Second, does this IAV differ between these two age groups? There have been to date no studies of long-term
IAV in self-reported mnemonic strategy use as people practice list-learning tasks. Hence we know essentially nothing about how different individuals’ strategic behavior varies across occasions of practice. Studies of practice with associative mediators are rare and typically focus on experimentally controlled, repeated access to the same mediators (e.g., Crutcher & Ericsson, 2000) rather than on evaluating spontaneous strategy use on new items. We expected to observe substantial IAV in effective strategy use in both age groups.

There is a growing literature on IAV in adult cognition that typically focuses on within-task variability (such as variance in response time (reaction time [RT] tasks); Hultsch, Strauss, Hunter, & MacDonald, 2007). Within-task RT variability is typically greater in older adults and is often associated with poorer cognitive performance, an increased likelihood of cognitive decline, and neurological features including dopamine receptor depletion (e.g., Bielak, Hultsch, Strauss, Macdonald, & Hunter, 2010; MacDonald, Hultsch, & Dixon, 2008; MacDonald et al., 2008; Ram, Rabbitt, Stollery, & Nesselroade, 2005). However, Schmiedek, Lövdén, and Lindenberger (2013) used COGITO data to demonstrate that the associative recall task used here, the noun-number task, manifested reliably greater IAV in younger adults, both within days and across blocks of practice. Allaire and Marsiske (2005) had previously reported a similar finding for intellectual-ability tests when IAV was evaluated across days of practice. They showed that variability around a practice-related improvement function for intelligence tests (especially their test of inductive reasoning) was positively associated with slope of the improvement with practice, possibly reflecting “active testing of new performance strategies” (p. 398).

Our third goal was therefore to determine whether the previously demonstrated IAV in associative memory performance in the COGITO study was predicted by (coupled with) IAV in the use of associative mnemonic strategies. As noted earlier, strategy use has been linked to individual differences in memory performance but between-person differences do not necessarily reflect relations existing at the level of within-person changes (Molenaar, 2004; Voelkle, Brose, Schmiedek, & Lindenberger, 2014). Memory performance is known to vary within a person over days (e.g., Hertzog, Dixon, & Hultsch, 1992; Salihh, Nesselroade, & Berish, 2006; Slivinski, Smyth, Hofer, & Stawski, 2006), and specifically has been shown to vary in the COGITO study’s PA task (Schmiedek et al., 2013). Such variability has never been empirically linked to intraindividual variability in strategic encoding behavior.

We hypothesized there would be reliable coupling of intraindividual variability between PA recall and reported use of effective mnemonics in the COGITO PA task. More specifically, we hypothesized (a) a significant fixed effect of such a coupling, indicating the average effect of using effective strategies, contrasted against not doing so, across blocks, (b) a significant random effect of this coupling, indicating between-person differences in the strength of the effect of using effective strategies, which (c) can partly be explained by age group, because of older adults, on average, profiting less from the implementation of mnemonic strategies. Such expectations would be consistent with the age-comparative training literature.

Fourth, we asked whether average level of strategy use and coupling of strategy–recall IAV during practice predicts long-term memory performance improvements. The study design included an initial pretest on an associative memory task prior to the 100 sessions of practice, which were then followed by a parallel posttest. Earlier analyses of COGITO data have shown that both age groups significantly improved their performance on the associative memory task from pretest to posttest after the 100 sessions of practice (Schmiedek, Bauer, Lövdén, Brose, & Lindenberger, et al., 2010). Given (a) demonstrated benefits of mnemonic strategies for associative memory and (b) evidence that strategy training improves adults’ episodic memory performance, we hypothesized that individuals using effective strategies most frequently during practice would perform best on the memory pretest, reflecting the benefits of a stable disposition toward effective mnemonics usage for improving strategy use effectiveness with practice. However, we were even more interested in evaluating whether the degree to which individual differences in the degree of strategy–recall IAV coupling during practice relates to pretest-posttest performance improvements. The developmental literature on strategy adaptivity reviewed earlier would predict that greater IAV in strategy use during practice reflects a process of strategic discovery in the associative memory task environment that (a) generates better metacognitive control over strategy selection and implementation (see Hertzog, 2016) during practice, and (b) thereby leads to greater performance gains from pretest to posttest.

Method

Participants and Procedure

During the daily assessment phase of the COGITO Study, 101 younger adults (51.5% women, age: 20–31 years, M = 25.6, SD = 2.7) and 103 older adults (49.5% women, age: 65–80 years, M = 71.3, SD = 4.1) completed an average of 101 practice sessions. Both younger and older samples were quite representative regarding general cognitive functioning, as indicated by comparisons of Digit-Symbol performance with data from a population-based study and a meta-analysis (Schmiedek et al., 2010), and showed positive selectivity of comparable size regarding self-rated health (Wolff et al., 2012). Attrition rate for those participants who had entered the longitudinal practice phase was low (for details on rates and reasons of dropout in the different study phases, see Schmiedek et al., 2010).

Participants practiced individually in lab rooms containing up to six computer-testing places. Before and after this longitudinal phase, participants completed pre- and posttests during 10 sessions that consisted of 2–2.5h of comprehensive cognitive test batteries and self-report questionnaires. On average, the time that elapsed between pre- and posttest was 197 days for the younger and 188 days for the older group.

Participants were paid between 1,450 and 1,950 Euro, depending on the number and temporal density of completed sessions. The ethical review board of Max Planck for Human Development, Berlin, approved the study.

In each practice session, participants practiced 12 different tasks drawn from a facet structure cross-classifying cognitive abilities (perceptual speed, episodic memory, and working memory) and content material (verbal, numerical, figural-spatial) with two to eight blocks of trials each (for information on all practiced tasks, see Schmiedek et al., 2010).
Measures

PA task at pretest and posttest. A list of 12 two-digit numbers paired with nouns in plural case (e.g., “23 dogs”) were presented sequentially during each pretest and posttest task block. The ISI between presented words was 1 s. Nouns were drawn randomly from a set of 415 nouns. All nouns were two-syllable words of low frequency (0–19 entries per million in the CELEX word frequency database; Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), of high imageability (Mean rating = 85.9; SD = 4.7; Range = 76.5 to 95.7, on a 0 to 100 imagery scale in the word rating study by Grandy, Lindenberger, & Schmiedek, 2016) and positive valence (Mean rating = 17.5; SD = 11.2; Range = −3.9 to 41.8, on the −100 to +100 imagery scale; see Grandy et al., 2016). Nouns were drawn randomly from a set of 415 nouns with the constraint that they were used only once at pretest or at posttest. Numbers for the PA items were selected at random from the set of possible two-digit numbers (10–99, excluding numbers with repeating elements, e.g., 22, 33). Participants first worked on 12 blocks (lists) of practice, with decreasing presentation time (8 s [3 blocks], 4 s [3 blocks], 2 s [3 blocks], and 1 s [3 blocks]). Then, they did 24 test blocks with presentation time decreasing and increasing again (8 s [3 blocks], 4 s [3 blocks], 2 s [3 blocks], 1 s [6 blocks], 2 s [3 blocks], 4 s [3 blocks], and 8 s [3 blocks]). This same schedule of 24 test blocks was repeated at posttest. At test, all numbers had to be entered based on noun prompts in a randomly selected order. Performance was scored as the logit-transformed percentage of correct numbers. In analysis of pretest and posttest data, presentation time is treated as a within-subjects factor.

PA lists during practice sessions. Two lists were included in each daily session. To keep participants’ performance levels from floor and ceiling across the 100 daily sessions, presentation time was adjusted individually based on pretest performance and fixed at the individual levels across the daily practice sessions for the working memory and episodic memory tasks. Lists of 12 two-digit numbers paired with nouns in plural case (e.g., “23 dogs”) were presented sequentially with people assigned to receive presentation times of either 1, 2, or 4 seconds. Assignment to presentation time condition was based on results of exponential time-accuracy functions (with free parameters for onset, rate, and asymptote) fitted to each participant’s pretest data. Based on the fitted function, the individual presentation time for the daily sessions (either 1, 2, or 4 seconds) was chosen so that accuracy was above .25 and below .50. If predicted accuracy was above .50 for the 2-s condition, then a presentation time of one second was chosen, even if predicted accuracy for this condition was below .25. This procedure resulted in individual presentation times of 1 second for 35 younger and two older, of 2 seconds for 22 younger and 14 older, and of 4 seconds for 44 younger and 87 older participants, respectively.

The general procedures for list construction and practice task presentation were identical to pretest and posttest conditions. Nouns for each 12-item block were selected at random from the set of 415 nouns with the constraint that no noun could used more frequently than once in a set of seven lists; numbers were selected at random from the eligible set. The ISI was maintained at 1 s, and recall for each list was tested with a random order of presented numbers as recall cues.

Strategy questionnaire. In the daily practice sessions, after each block of the PA task, participants completed a brief strategy questionnaire presented at the computer. They were asked to indicate whether or not they used any of the following strategies: (a) pictorial imagination (“Did you create a visual image of the number-noun combination?”), (b) creation of a story (“Did you try to combine the number-noun combinations into a story?”), (c) creation of sentences (“Did you try to create one or more sentences that include the number-noun combinations”), (d) personal associations (“Did you use a personal personal association that came to your mind regarding the number-noun combination?”), or (e)rote rehearsal (“Did you try to remember the number-noun combinations by silent rehearsal?”). Participants could select more than one of these response options. Participants could also indicate that they had used some other strategy and enter a description of it as free text. This latter option was chosen only rarely (on 3% of the total number of blocks) and on 16% of the blocks where it was chosen, no free text was entered. Of the remaining blocks with free text answers, 91% were provided by 8 younger adults with highly consistent use of particular strategies (e.g., use of year dates, coding scheme associating single digits with objects). Use of idiosyncratic meaning can be an effective associative mnemonic, but we had no easy basis for evaluating whether this was indeed the case. These specific instances were treated as missing data in the analyses, and were not considered further. If anything, this decision would bias the findings against younger adults’ being rated as using effective strategies.

The principal measure of mnemonic strategy use for this study was a derived measure of effective strategy use, generated by coding the report of at least one of the four strategies that used imagination, association, or organization together as an instance of effective strategy use (scored with 1 if at least one of the effective strategies was used, and 0 otherwise). This type of index has been successfully used in other self-report strategy use studies (e.g., Bailey et al., 2009).

Data Analysis

As a general framework for analyzing within-person variations and couplings of strategy use and memory performance, as well as their relations to between-person differences in long-term improvements, two-group (younger and older adults) two-level structural equation models, as implemented in Mplus 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 2012) using maximum likelihood estimation were employed. Level 1 represented each instance of administration of the PA task and strategy questionnaire. Level 2 corresponded to individuals nested within the two age groups. The statistical models specified fixed and random effects across the random effects factor of persons. Hence we could evaluate age differences in average use of effective strategies and how strategic behavior changed over blocks of practice; we could also estimate intraindividual variability in effective strategy use (capturing fluctuations across task instances with practice). Likewise, we could evaluate age differences in the extent to which these effects were coupled by specifying within-person (Level 1) regressions of memory performance on effective strategy use. Configurations of parameters of interest were tested using likelihood ratio tests and considered significant when p < .05. Age differences in parameters were evaluated with likelihood ratio tests applied to comparisons of models with and without equality constraints for the parameter of interest across age groups.
Results

Age Differences in Strategy Use Across Practice

Figure 1 shows average reported use of the different strategies across the 100 daily sessions for the two age groups. Older adults used the alternative effective strategies less often than younger adults, but were more likely to employ rote rehearsal (repetition). The aggregate measure of effective mnemonic use revealed that younger adults used these strategies more often than older adults (see Figure 2). To quantify this effect, we ran a two-level logistic regression model with cumulative block number (from 1 to 200, for the 100 sessions with 2 blocks each; rescaled to a range from 1 to 10 for parameter estimation) as within-person and age group as between-person predictor variables of effective strategy use (as a binary dependent variable), respectively, specifying random effects on intercepts (individual differences in aggregate strategy use). The model revealed significant age-related effects on level, $\beta = -1.98, SE = 0.19, \chi^2(1) = 12.11; p < .05$, and on the average trend across sessions, $\beta = -0.57, SE = 0.14, \chi^2(1) = 17.63; p < .05$, with older adults’ use of effective strategies being lower and declining more over the course of the study. Both level and trend were also predicted significantly by presentation time, $\beta = -0.99, SE = 0.10, \chi^2(1) = 20.58; p < .05$, for level, and $\beta = -0.17, SE = 0.06, \chi^2(1) = 10.05; p < .05$, for trend, respectively, with slower presentation times being associated with less use of effective strategies. As age group and presentation time condition were correlated (i.e., younger adults tended to more often get assigned to faster presentation time conditions than older adults), we also considered both predictor variables simultaneously. Regarding level of effective strategy use, this resulted in a significant negative effect of presentation time, $\beta = -0.90, SE = 0.10, \chi^2(1) = 10.35; p < .05$, but no reliable effect of age group, $\beta = -0.67, SE = 0.20, \chi^2(1) = 2.61$, whereas for the practice-related trend, the reverse pattern emerged, with age group, $\beta = -0.48, SE = 0.15, \chi^2(1) = 10.54; p < .05$, but not presentation time, $\beta = -0.08, SE = 0.06, \chi^2(1) = 1.82$, being significant. Even after accounting for age group and presentation time, random effects for the level and trend were still highly significant (level: $\sigma^2 = 11.91, SE = 0.36$; trend: $\sigma^2 = 0.73, SE = 0.13$), indicating substantial individual differences in the use of effective strategies.\footnote{Figures 1 and 2 suggest practice-related curvature in strategy use, with an early reduction in strategy use over the first 20 practice blocks. Any such effect is apparently small in magnitude; we tested for a quadratic effect and found none, as well as no reliable age difference in the quadratic trend.}

Given the binary effective strategy measure, there is a statistical dependence of each person’s mean strategy use and their within-person variance in effective strategy use; that is, if $p = \text{probability of an effective strategy and } q = \text{probability of no effective strategy}$, then the intrapersonal $M = p$ and the intrapersonal $SD = (pq)^{0.5}$. Arguably, then, the best estimate of IAV in each age group is the estimated residual variance for a multilevel logistic regression model, controlling for all predictors (e.g., Block) included in the previous model, since this controls for mean level and average trend over time. Using SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., 2008), we estimated the residual IAV for young adults to be 0.278 ($SE = .0028$), with a lower corresponding value of .257 ($SE = .0028$) for older adults. Both residual variances were reliably greater than zero, and younger adults’ estimated IAV was significantly higher than older adults’ estimated IAV, $\chi^2(1) = 31.90, p < .001$.

One reason for older adults’ reduced IAV in effective strategy use may be their consistent reliance on the rote rehearsal strategy (see Kausler, 1994). Being in the older group was associated with significantly higher levels of rote rehearsal use, $\beta = 2.28, SE = 0.50, \chi^2(1) = 19.57; p < .05$, and less decline in use of the repetition strategy across sessions, $\beta = 0.43, SE = 0.14, \chi^2(1) = 9.57; p < .05$. The same was true for higher presentation times, $\beta = 1.14, SE = 0.09, \chi^2(1) = 24.90; p < .05$, for level, and $\beta = 0.15, SE = 0.06, \chi^2(1) = 5.39; p < .05$, for the trend across sessions. When considering both predictors simultaneously, the effects of age group remained significant, $\beta = 1.35, SE = 0.54$,
significant (level: younger adults, between-person) differences in the slope of PA recall improvement and older adults, between-person variability in practice-related recall improvement coefficients differed between age groups, \( \chi^2(1) = 12.99; p < .05 \), but not on the trend, \( \beta = 0.08, SE = 0.06, \chi^2(1) = 1.51 \). Again, random effects of level and trend were highly significant (level: \( \sigma^2 = 11.03, SE = 1.24; \) trend: \( \sigma^2 = 0.77, SE = 0.13 \)). In sum, older adults in our study seem more inclined to use and maintain their use of the simple repetition strategy.

Overall, older adults were either reluctant or less able to use effective strategies and more likely to rely on the less effectiverote rehearsal strategy. This pattern occurred despite the fact that older adults were more likely to be assigned to slower presentation time conditions for practice lists based on pretest performance, which actually provided them with more time to implement more demanding mnemonic strategies. In general, within-person manipulations of presentation time in PA learning produce positive effects, with increasing presentation time increasing both mnemonics use and benefits PA recall (see Kausler, 1994). It therefore seems likely that the negative effects of (between-subjects assigned) presentation time found here (slightly lower use of effective strategies at longer presentation times) reflected a masked effect of individual differences in underlying memory abilities, given that lower-performing individuals at pretest were assigned to longer presentation time conditions. The observed age differences conformed to expectations from previous literature finding older adults to be less likely to use associative mnemonics for these kinds of difficult PA items (Kausler, 1994). Furthermore, although older adults did manifest reliable residual IAV in effective strategy use, the residual IAV index we generated was greater in the younger adult group, consistent with the conjecture by Allaire and Marisike (2005).

### PA Recall Changes With Practice

Schmiedek et al. (2013) previously reported on age group differences in PA recall performance and in PA recall IAV during practice. Younger adults had higher levels of recall and manifested higher levels of IAV (a pattern also observed for other cognitive tasks in the COGITO test battery). Here we report only the basic pattern of effects relevant to our hypotheses about coupling of these effects with strategy use and about links between practice changes in recall and pretest-posttest gains. The fixed effects of Block were significant for both younger, \( \chi^2(1) = 49.06; p < .05 \), and older adults, \( \chi^2(1) = 31.38; p < .05 \), showing practice-related gains in recall performance. The difference between the two groups in practice improvements was not significant, \( \chi^2(1) = 0.19 \). The random effects for the Block were significant in both age groups (\( \sigma^2 = 0.024; SE = 0.003 \), for younger, and \( \sigma^2 = 0.009; SE = 0.001 \), for older participants), indicating reliable individual (between-person) differences in the slope of PA recall improvement over blocks. This variance component was reliably greater in younger adults, \( \chi^2(1) = 23.18; p < .05 \), demonstrating more between-person variability in practice-related recall improvement in younger adults.

### Within-Person Couplings of Strategy Use and Performance

We evaluated coupling of within-person changes and fluctuations in effective strategy use and recall performance in the number-noun PA task performance across the 200 task blocks (i.e., 100 sessions with 2 blocks each; rescaled to a range from 1 to 10 for parameter estimation) by running two-group (younger and older adults) two-level models with Block and dummy-coded (effective) Strategy Use (0 = no, 1 = yes) as predictors of PA recall at the within-person level (Level 1). Fixed effects of these two predictors represented average improvements across the 100 sessions and couplings of performance fluctuations (around the long-term trend) with use of effective strategies, respectively. Random effects of both predictors were also included, representing between-person differences (Level 2) in long-term changes as well as in the strength of the coupling of strategy use and performance.

The average coupling of use of effective strategies and blockwise performance was significant for both younger, \( \chi^2(1) = 32.65; p < .05 \), and older adults, \( \chi^2(1) = 63.37; p < .05 \). These regression coefficients differed between age groups, \( \chi^2(1) = 11.63; p < .05 \). Younger adults demonstrated a much stronger coupling effect (i.e., \( \beta = .85, SE = .10 \), vs. \( .42, SE = .07 \)). Use of effective strategies was reliably associated with greater PA recall during practice.

We also tested whether the coupling of use of effective strategies with performance was moderated by Block, that is, whether there was a trend for increasing or decreasing strength of the coupling over the course of the training. For the younger adults, this interaction was significant, \( \beta = .058, SE = .026, \chi^2(1) = 4.89 \). The predicted coupling strength doubled from .57 at the beginning to 1.14 at the end of the study. For the older adults, the interaction was not significant, \( \chi^2(1) = 0.46 \), nor was there a significant age group difference in the strength of the interaction, \( \chi^2(1) = 0.11 \). For both age groups, however, reliable individual differences in the strength of the interaction were found, as indicated by significant random effects for older adults, \( \chi^2(4) = 43.50 \), and older adults, \( \chi^2(4) = 15.14 \).

Using the estimated model parameters we generated predicted scores that reflected within-person performance benefits of coupling early and late in practice. When a younger adult used an effective strategy on a list (relative to when they did not) they realized a 16% recall enhancement at the beginning of training and a 21% recall enhancement at the end of training. On average, an older adult also realized a recall benefit, but one that was much smaller—only 6% at the beginning and 9% at the end of practice, respectively. Clearly IAV in effective strategy use during practice had a much larger effect on associative recall for the younger adults. This effect probably reflects the production of higher quality mnemonics by younger adults, especially after extended practice. It is interesting to note that random effects for Strategy Use coupling effects were also significant for both age groups, with a larger variance for the younger than for the older adult group (younger adults: \( \sigma^2 = 0.905; SE = 0.144 \); older adults: \( \sigma^2 = 0.254; SE = 0.049 \); rejecting the null hypothesis of equal age-group variances, \( \chi^2(1) = 24.86; p < .05 \). This outcome suggests that IAV in strategy use has stronger effects on recall performance for some individuals than for others, perhaps reflecting systematic between-person differences in the origins and quality of implementing normatively effective strategies across blocks of practice.

In summary, these analyses show that variation in effective strategy use across lists was a significant predictor of associative recall for both age groups. For those lists where individuals reported using an effective strategy, they garnered better recall performance. This effect was much stronger for younger adults. In
addition, younger adults showed stronger coupling effects later in practice, whereas older adults did not. Moreover, despite extended practice individuals within both age groups varied reliably in the magnitude of these coupling effects.

**Relations of Practice-Related Strategy Use and Strategy-recall Coupling to Pretest and Postest Recall**

Next, we investigated changes in performance from pretest to posttest and whether individual differences in these changes were related to individual differences in (a) the use of effective strategies, and/or (b) the strength of couplings of strategy use with performance during the training sessions. Furthermore, we wanted to investigate to which degree such individual differences were associated with age.

These questions could be addressed using two-level structural equation models with a latent change score model (McArdle, 2009) for the pre-post changes at the between-person level (Level 2) combined with a regression model predicting daily performance with a long-term trend (i.e., block number) and use of effective strategies (coded as a dummy) as predictor variables at the within-person level (Level 1). In these models, random effects of level, slope of the trend across 100 sessions, and the coupling of strategy use and performance at the block-to-block level could be used as predictor variables of individual differences in pre–post changes at the between-person level. Figure 3 illustrates this model.

This two-level structural equation model enabled us to estimate individual differences in the use and effectiveness of strategies during practice as predictors of individual differences in pretest-to-posttest performance improvements. Specifically, performance level at pretest was used to predict between-person differences in (a) the average use of effective strategies (person means), (b) the practice-related trend across the 100 sessions (random effect of
Block), and (c) the strength of the within-person coupling of effective strategy use and performance on single blocks (random effect of Strategy Use on performance). These three variables in turn had direct paths on the latent change score factor measuring change from pretest to posttest in PA recall. We specified a two-group model for the younger and older adults separately for each presentation time condition, given differences in presentation times for different people during practice. These two-group models permitted tests of age-group differences in the relationships depicted in Figure 3.

**Pretest-posttest changes in PA recall.** In a first set of analyses, average performance changes from pretest to posttest (see Table 1, for descriptive statistics), as well as individual and age group differences therein, were investigated with latent change score models. All persons received equivalent presentation times at both pretest and posttest (see Methods), but had experienced only one presentation time condition during practice. Hence, analyses were done separately for each of the four different presentation time conditions at pretest and posttest. Latent factors for and posttest scores were created using composites of odd- and even-numbered blocks as indicator variables. Strict measurement invariance was imposed; that is, factor loadings, intercepts, and residual variances of the indicator variables were constrained to be equal across occasions as well as across age groups. This resulted in acceptable model fit with the exception of the RMSEA being above conventional cut-offs for good model fit at presentation times of 1 s and 8 s (presentation time = 1 s: $\chi^2(14) = 38.25$; RMSEA = .13; CFI = .94; SRMR = .06; presentation time = 2 s: $\chi^2(14) = 23.84$; RMSEA = .08; CFI = .98; SRMR = .05; presentation time = 4 s: $\chi^2(14) = 23.20$; RMSEA = .08; CFI = .98; SRMR = .05; presentation time = 8 s: $\chi^2(14) = 32.89$; RMSEA = .12; CFI = .97; SRMR = .05). For the interpretability and comparability of results, we decided to maintain the strict measurement invariance specification in all analyses.

Probing the significance of average performance changes from pretest to posttest by testing the hypothesis of zero mean latent change score improvement was rejected for all eight Age × Presentation Time conditions, $\chi^2(1)$ ranging from 32.56 to 72.59, for the younger, and $\chi^2(1)$ ranging from 40.40 to 76.49, all $p < .05$. Dividing the latent means by the SD of the latent factor at pretest (pooled across younger and older adults) as a measure of effect size (ES) showed that the improvements after practice could be considered large (Cohen, 1988) for younger adults (ES = 0.89, 0.73, 0.83, 1.04; for presentations times of 1 s, 2 s, 4 s, 8 s, respectively) and medium-sized for older adults (ES = 0.63, 0.52, 0.64, 0.61). Those numerical age-group differences in improvements were significant only for the slowest presentation time condition, however, $\chi^2(1) = 13.43; p < .05$.

**Pretest as a predictor of strategy use, recall improvements, and strategy-performance coupling during practice.** We next evaluated whether pretest performance predicted the within-person couplings of strategy use and performance improvements during practice. As reported in Table 2, between-person differences in pretest performance reliably predicted (a) the average use of effective strategies during practice and (b) degree of performance improvement across practice sessions. These effects were found for all presentation time conditions and for younger as well as older adults (with the exception of the effect of average strategy use at presentation time of 4 s in the older adults). Age group differences were not reliable, and the parameter estimates were very similar. Thus, for both age groups individuals performing better at the pretest baseline improved more during training and had higher average use of effective strategies.

We also evaluated whether pretest PA task performance predicted intraindividual coupling of strategy use and performance during practice. Individual differences in pretest recall performance were reliably related to individual differences in the degree of coupling of practice-related variability in strategy use and recall in both age groups, and none of the age comparisons were reliably different (see Table 2). Individuals performing higher at pretest (possibly due to the use effective strategies) show greater effects of variability in strategy use on recall during practice. This pattern indicates that the IAV in strategy use and recall during practice is positively predicted by pretest memory performance, and indi-

### Table 1
**Descriptive Statistics and Paired-Sample t Tests for Paired-Associate Task Performance at Pretest and Posttest Under Different Presentation Time Conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation time</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>Difference pre–post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td>$t(100)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>.25 (.18)</td>
<td>.39 (.25)</td>
<td>7.86*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 s</td>
<td>.35 (.22)</td>
<td>.48 (.28)</td>
<td>6.73*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 s</td>
<td>.41 (.25)</td>
<td>.55 (.30)</td>
<td>7.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 s</td>
<td>.48 (.26)</td>
<td>.64 (.29)</td>
<td>8.83*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logit (accuracy)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>−1.61 (1.31)</td>
<td>−0.74 (1.70)</td>
<td>6.67*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 s</td>
<td>−1.00 (1.51)</td>
<td>−0.16 (1.98)</td>
<td>5.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 s</td>
<td>−0.59 (1.65)</td>
<td>0.41 (2.21)</td>
<td>6.73*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 s</td>
<td>−0.04 (1.78)</td>
<td>1.33 (2.31)</td>
<td>10.26*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .01.*
rectly, with the background intellectual abilities that predict gains in memory performance (see Schmiedek et al., 2010).

**Average strategy use, recall improvements, and strategy-performance coupling as predictors of pretest-posttest improvements.** Table 3 reports relationships of pretest and the three practice-related variables to pretest-posttest recall changes. The model included the prediction of gains by pretest performance to ensure that effects of practice variables could not be attributed to carry-over effects of pretest, so they are reported in Table 3, but are not of principal interest. There were, however, reliable effects of the practice-related variables. First, individual differences in average level of effective strategy use during practice predicted pretest-posttest improvements in younger adults for all but the fastest presentation rate of one second, but average effective strategy use did not predict recall improvements for older adults. The explicit tests of age differences were not reliable, however, so we cannot definitively argue for age differences in these relationships. Younger adults who on average used more effective strategies across practice sessions showed the largest performance gains at posttest. Second, larger improvements from pre- to posttest at all presentation times were reliably associated with greater gains in practice-related performance for younger adults, but not older adults, and in this case the age differences were statistically significant. Those younger adults showing the greatest practice-related recall improvements also showed greater gains from pretest to posttest.

Third, a different pattern emerged for the parameter capturing practice-related coupling of strategies and recall performance during practice. Although the previous analysis showed that older adults had lower levels of intraindividual coupling in the aggregate, individual differences in coupling within the older group were reliably associated with pretest-posttest performance gains at two, four, and eight second presentation times. The opposite pattern was seen for younger adults, for whom individual differences in coupling during practice only predicted performance improvements for the fastest one second presentation rate.

Admittedly the age differences in effects need to be treated with some caution, given that the pattern of age differences in statistically significant effects was not accompanied with significant LR tests of age differences at any presentation time (see right-hand column of Table 3). Acknowledging this limitation, we interpret this pattern as indicating that, among younger adults, individual differences in coupling during practice only predicted performance improvements for the fastest one second presentation rate.

**Discussion**

Some of the effects observed in this study are broadly consistent with expectations from previous age-comparative studies of strategy use and memory. Older adults manifested lower levels of mean

---

**Table 2**

**Effects of Individual Differences in Pretest Performance on Individual Differences in Process Parameters as a Function of Pretest Presentation Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of pretest performance on . . .</th>
<th>Pretest presentation time (s)</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>Test of age group difference $\chi^2(1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average use of effective strategies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.106 (.030)</td>
<td>.125 (.057)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.099 (.026)</td>
<td>.171 (.051)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.107 (.023)</td>
<td>.120 (.071)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance improvement across sessions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.093 (.020)</td>
<td>.155 (.065)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.066 (.012)</td>
<td>.044 (.014)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.16</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling of strategy use and performance across task blocks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.045 (.011)</td>
<td>.049 (.012)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>16.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.049 (.009)</td>
<td>.063 (.017)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.65</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.049 (.008)</td>
<td>.074 (.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.29</td>
<td>24.36</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.346 (.074)</td>
<td>.204 (.096)</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.81</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.435 (.061)</td>
<td>.278 (.090)</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41.37</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.398 (.055)</td>
<td>.300 (.127)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43.21</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.346 (.050)</td>
<td>.382 (.110)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39.38</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Boldface indicates significant parameter estimates according to the chi-square test.
use of effective (but effortful) associative mnemonics (e.g., Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2001; Naveh-Benjamin, Brav, & Levy, 2007; Tournier & Postal, 2011). On average, older adults were more likely to use the less demanding and less effective rote repetition strategy despite the possibility that making self-reports about the different strategies might have encouraged them to consider and implement more effective strategies. These tendencies were maintained across practice and appear to be one reason why older adults’ PA recall did not improve as much as younger adults’ recall despite extended practice.

Intraindividual Strategy Variability

What is novel about the present findings is that both younger and older adults manifested reliable IAV in reported effective strategy use across lists during practice, despite older adults’ lower average levels of use. There were robust age differences in this variability, with older adults manifesting less IAV. As with the other cognitive variables in this study, older adults show less, not more IAV in PA recall across different lists (Schmiedek et al., 2013; see also Allaire & Marsiske, 2005). The present study shows the same pattern of lower IAV in effective strategy use for older adults.

Why would we observe IAV in the use of effective mnemonic strategies across days of practice? This is an open question. Strategic variability can reflect adaptive strategy switching, in which people use different strategies for different items, possibly because some items afford it. Metacognitive theory argues strongly that adaptive strategy switching enhances cognitive performance (e.g., Bjork et al., 2013; Winne, 1996). For example, an item like “57-Cows” might be efficiently encoded on the basis of Heinz (57 Varieties) ketchup as an image of a hamburger dressed with ketchup; this affordance would be in our lists happenstance given random selection of number and noun, and would have to be quickly recognized and leveraged to generate the mediator. For other items, possible sentence mediators might come to mind. We did encounter instances of people reporting using multiple normatively effective strategies for a given list, and the fact that this effect was observed throughout practice suggests it could have been, to a degree, adaptive strategy switching rather than just initial strategy exploration. By this account lower IAV in older

### Table 3

*Individual Differences in Latent Changes From Pretest to Posttest Predicted by Pretest Performance and Individual Differences in Practice-Related Variables as a Function of Posttest Presentation Time*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>Test of age group difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation time (s)</td>
<td>Parameter estimate (SE) $\chi^2(1)$</td>
<td>Parameter estimate (SE) $\chi^2(1)$</td>
<td>$\chi^2(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest performance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-0.546 (0.131)$</td>
<td>$-0.225 (0.153)$</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$-0.398 (0.108)$</td>
<td>$-0.514 (0.121)$</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$-0.408 (0.113)$</td>
<td>$-0.171 (0.176)$</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$-0.296 (0.095)$</td>
<td>$0.096 (0.204)$</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average use of effective strategies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.475 (.316)</td>
<td>0.310 (.218)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.784 (.288)</td>
<td>0.127 (.192)</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.924 (.319)</td>
<td>0.304 (.189)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.643 (.296)</td>
<td>0.364 (.203)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance improvement across sessions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.985 (.804)</td>
<td>0.547 (1.175)</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.770 (.696)</td>
<td>1.899 (.974)</td>
<td>10.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.651 (.793)</td>
<td>0.673 (1.078)</td>
<td>20.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.298 (.774)</td>
<td>$-1.193 (1.171)$</td>
<td>22.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling of strategy use and performance across task blocks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.399 (.156)</td>
<td>0.075 (.243)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.164 (.151)</td>
<td>0.634 (.199)</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.173 (.168)</td>
<td>0.474 (.216)</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.175 (.151)</td>
<td>0.490 (.215)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Boldface indicates significant parameter estimates according to the chi-square test.
adults could reflect less adaptive adjustment of strategy use during practice lists.

However, other contextual factors and within-person characteristics might explain the IAV in effective strategy use, including day to day fluctuation in affect, motivation, health, and cognitive control (e.g., Brose, Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2011; Lemaire, 2010; Ram et al., 2005). Individuals could vary from day to day in the degree to which they are motivated to or are capable of engaging in effortful strategic processing. If so, these fluctuating influences were apparently more likely to be operating in younger adults than older adults (Schmiedek et al., 2013).

**Coupling of IAV in Strategy Use and PA Recall**

Not only did our older adults show lower levels of IAV in strategic behavior during practice sessions, they also manifested a lesser degree of coupling of that variability with PA recall performance. In other words, the difference in PA performance between lists where effective strategies were used, relative to when they were not, was greater for younger adults.

Younger adults also appear to have been optimizing strategy effectiveness with increasing practice; on average, they showed stronger coupling of variability in strategy use with recall performance late in practice, whereas older adults did not. We do not have definitive evidence about the reasons for these patterns of strategy-performance coupling. One possible interpretation is based on the strategic discovery idea (Siegle, 1999, 2007). If strategy variability in this task reflects in part a process of strategic discovery, in which individuals learn whether different strategies are effective, then older adults are less likely to engage in strategic discovery during practice (lower within-person variability in strategy use) and are also less likely to discover how to optimize effective strategy implementation despite extended practice. The older adults’ average tendency to rely more on the ineffective strategy of rote repetition may have contributed to this effect. By this account, older adults manifest a kind of utilization deficiency despite extended practice (see Dunlosky et al., 2005).

We also detected reliable random effects in the interaction of Block and coupling within the older group, even though the average effect (as manifested in the fixed effect of the interaction of Block with coupling) was not reliable. These individual differences suggest that even though, on average, older adults were less likely to hone effective strategy use with practice, at least some older adults did so, resulting in stronger coupling effects of effective strategy use with recall performance. Future research should focus on explaining this heterogeneity in coupling effects in the older adult population.

One important feature of the present study is that it used pretest recall performance to adjust presentation times experienced during practice by participants. This design feature was used to ensure that extended practice would not produce ceiling effects in practice performance, while also keeping practice performance benefits more similar across persons differing in underlying episodic memory ability. It is possible that this design feature may be one reason for the individual differences in coupling effects seen in the older adults. It may have promoted strategy IAV in some participants and inhibited it in others. Limited encoding time presents particular difficulty for implementing some effective associative strategies such as interactive imagery (e.g., Robinson, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 2006). This is especially true with abstract item elements like numbers, which probably impose an additional time cost of translating an arbitrary number into a meaningful token to associate with target words. For individuals persistent in using strategies despite rapid presentation rates, the efficiency of encoding processes is likely to improve over time with sustained practice at the given presentation time despite any punishment experienced when more demanding strategies cannot be produced in the available time. These individuals would be more likely to experience what can be accomplished and what benefits (if any) they glean from implementing, refining, and honing particular strategic approaches. On the other hand, limited encoding time might inhibit strategic exploration in those who lack confidence in their ability to implement such strategies and experience initial difficulty when attempting to do so, which may be more typical with older adults (e.g., Hastings & West, 2011).

**Practice Variables That Predict Posttest Recall Improvements**

**Mean strategy use.** Most studies of memory training generally assume improvements in strategic encoding behavior without attempting to measure it. The present results show that self-reported strategic behavior during practice, on average, forecasts individual differences in posttest recall improvements. Within the sample of younger adults, gains from pretest to posttest—reflecting long-term benefits of practice—were predicted by average use of effective strategies and by the degree of improvement of recall performance during the practice sessions. However, these effects were either not significant or reliably lower in magnitude within the older group. The pattern of results suggests that one reason why extended practice magnifies (rather than attenuates) age group differences in associative recall is that strategy use is better optimized in younger adults than in older adults by practice-related experience. It magnifies individual differences within age groups as well, presumably because practice serves to uncover and reinforce individual differences in memory-related skills, including encoding strategies (Lövdén, Bäckman, Lindenberger, Schaefer, & Schmiedek, 2010; cf. Klieg et al., 1989). Our results argue for age-related reductions in the plasticity of recall performance in extended practice paradigms (see Lindenberger, 2014), and implicate reduced effectiveness of strategic encoding as a key manifestation of age-related constraints on plasticity.

**Coupling of strategy use and recall during practice affects posttest performance gains.** Perhaps the most important new finding from this study is that strategy IAV has functional consequences for recall, not just within practice but also extending to predict pretest-posttest gains. Our within-person analyses detected reliable random effects (between-person differences) in the strategy-recall coupling effects during practice for both age groups, and these individual differences also predicted posttest recall gains within the older sample. These effects occur in addition to the effect of mean level of effective strategy use, showing that both average level of effective strategy use and the consequences of IAV in effective strategy use influence performance gains at posttest. In short, use of high-quality associative mnemonics benefit associative recall, both in the aggregate, in terms of explaining IAV in practice recall, and in predicting posttest per-
formance gains. However, the latter effect was seen only for older adults, not younger adults.

Generalizing from Siegler’s (1997, 2006, 2007) work, we had expected that (essentially any and all) individuals who showed stronger coupling of effective strategy use and recall during practice would also demonstrate greater performance gains from pretest to posttest. If younger adults’ variability was a stronger indicator of adaptive self-regulation during practice, as well as better implementation of effective strategies when they were well-suited to an item, one would expect this type of adaptivity to produce greater benefits on the posttest. Younger adults manifested stronger within-person coupling, on average, and greater performance improvements. However, these individual differences in coupling effects during practice for younger adults did not reliably predict individual differences in posttest performance gains except for the fastest 1 s presentation time.

How can we make sense of this pattern of results? We speculate that the extensive practice provided in COGITO was sufficient to encourage the vast majority of younger adults to gain knowledge and experience about which strategies were effective for them (despite individual differences in strategy-related performance gains during practice), making it possible for them to optimize implementation of these strategies during practice and at posttest. In contrast, older adults showed weaker strategy IAV, as noted earlier, with many older adults likely to rely solely on the less effective repetition strategy. Older adults also showed lower levels of coupling of IAV in strategy and recall during practice. Yet, within the older group, individuals who performed higher at pretest manifested stronger coupling between strategic behavior and recall during practice lists, and those manifesting stronger coupling during practice also experienced larger posttest improvements in memory performance. This pattern encourages the inference that strategic variability in older adults is not necessarily the norm, but that it is highly adaptive when it occurs.

The reasons for this outcome are unclear, and multiple explanations are possible. It could indicate multiple sources of strategic variability, some of which are maladaptive for certain persons (above and beyond the normative positive coupling effect). It could reflect limited benefit in those persons predominantly using rote repetition but occasionally mixing in an effective strategy (but only for a few items), with this limitation carrying over into the posttest. Hinault, Lemaire, and Touron (2016) argued that older adults are less adaptive at switching strategies under experimenter instructions to do so. Therefore, another possible interpretation of our coupling effects is that some older adults in unsupervised practice contexts also pay costs for strategic flexibility and hence are relatively less likely to be adaptive in using effective strategies at posttest (see also Hertzog et al., 2012).

Finally, we need to keep in mind that the range of individual differences is large, especially in old age. It is likely that older adults differ in the extent to which they behave strategically during practice in a manner that is consistent with younger adults’ behavior; in particular, some of them may experience coupling between variations in strategy use and recall more often than others. Older adults who are more likely to experience such coupling during practice may also be more likely to learn about strategy effects and benefit at posttest from using them, in line with the general proposition that superior performance in old age is often marked by the maintenance of youth-like processing (Nyberg, Lövdén, Riklund, Lindenberger, & Bäckman, 2012). Follow-up analyses that capture the qualitative nature of IAV in strategy effectiveness within the group of older adults may shed light on why some older adults show stronger coupling effects.

Study Limitations

We acknowledge several limitations of this study. First, as already mentioned, we did not measure strategic behavior during the posttest itself. The intensive multivariate COGITO study design precluded allocating the additional time needed to collect strategy reports in the associative recall test at posttest. Second, the degree of strategic variability observed in a given study on memory test practice may depend upon its particular experimental arrangements. For instance, self-paced study time might lead to adoption of effective strategies by more participants, and might provide better opportunity to test time-demanding strategies and discover their recall benefits. Third, our strategy reports during practice assessed strategy use only at the aggregate level. Item-level strategy reports have proved useful in scaling the connection between degree of effective strategy use and performance (e.g., Bailey et al., 2009). Fourth, we did not obtain mediator reports (i.e., descriptions of the mediators that were generated—e.g., Hertzog et al., 2013) that could have been used to determine whether the nature and quality of strategy implementation improved with practice and accounted for the greater coupling of effective strategy use and recall in the younger adults. Finally, we assessed mediational strategies for associating relatively difficult number-noun PA items. An anonymous reviewer argued that the task has limited ecological validity. It is an open question as to whether strategy discovery and optimization processes would differ when practicing other types of episodic memory tasks.

Outlook

Despite the age differences observed here, we return to the observation that (at least some) older adults did benefit from practicing strategies over the 100 days of this study. Flexible allocation of encoding strategies, rehearsal, and testing can have major benefits for long-term retention of new information (e.g., Pyc & Rawson, 2010). A critical question for the future is whether structuring and facilitating such flexibility through targeted training would generate even greater performance improvements than seen here, especially in older adults who appear resistant to experimenting with different mnemonic strategies. Another question of interest is the range of explanations for inertial resistance to adaptive strategy variability within the older group. Are those older adults who are less variable in strategy use more influenced by, say, limitations in relevant cognitive resources needed to implement strategies? Alternatively, are they functionally capable to implement the strategies but constrained by other variables, such as a deficient task mental model or cognitive style (e.g., Touron, 2015)? If the constraints involve stylistic preferences or approaches, then it may be possible to intervene to change older individual’s strategic exploration and discovery in a manner that would optimize practice and training benefits beyond the effects observed in the present study. The extant training literature has focused narrowly on training one or a few mnemonic strategies,
but has not typically given explicit training in strategic adaptivity (e.g., flexible use of strategies depending on factors like item affordances for normative strategy success). The present results are consistent with the intriguing possibility that older adults have more room to improve their strategic encoding behavior for learning new associations. Explicit training for strategic adaptivity may produce greater training gains than seen in standard mnemonic training and increase the breadth of transfer to strategic behavior in new memory tasks, a holy grail of training research that is rarely realized in practice (but see Bailey et al., 2014; Bottiroli et al., 2013).
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